After leaving Orange, we start our trip to Switzerland. We arrive to the border.
Well, after some usual questions like, any merchandise?, Why do you come to
Switzerland? etc.. Ordinary questions. Now it's time to pay the Revolutionary Tax: 40
FRS (about 36€) to use the highways of the entire state. Great! Pay the toll all one
once and valid for one year. If we look our point of view, I think it's not a bad idea.
For 30 years we visit family, fathers, mothers, grandmothers, nephews, nieces... and
we spend 4.50€ x 2 for the highway, say, 9€ each week. With this tax in four weeks I
have payed it with the difference that Extremadura, Andalucia and other (nothing
against nobody!) haven't payed anything. 4.50€ X 2 X 52 weeks = 468€. Would not be
more interesting to do like them and to collect from all (for solidarity and for ideas)
a bit each year so we would have the roads maintenance and would avoid the private
companies? I hope not to offend anyone with my ideas.
The roads, until now, are impressive with three lanes per side. We arrive in the
morning to Geneva, after having stayed the night in a small hotel very wellconditioned
in the center-town with a good breakfast homemade jams and pancakes.
We park the car near the center. Geneva is not a big city so it's enough affordable.
The 'Jet d'eau' greets us just passing the bridge and we enter the oldest part of
town. We walk along its streets, we admire the Cathedral of St. Peter. We look for a
place to have the lunch.
We eat at a small square things that we purchased in a bakery plenty of good things,
even salads. After a cake, these are sweet deals in Switzerland, with fruits, delicious,
we strike the camp and go to our destination point: Därligen, a village on the shores of
Lake Thun, Thunersee, to spend a week.

